thing his wife would have heartily approved."

Volunteer labor, borrowed machinery and a lot of donated material had been a prime factor in the building of the pool. Inexperienced labor can be utilized with fair efficiency in a constricted area. But scatter it over 65 acres and see what may happen! Fortunately one of the Rockville volunteers was a civil engineer, so it was possible to avert chaos. Volunteer work was out of the question for the big jobs of bulldozing and grading but the contractor who did the rough grading and ditching shaved his charges. That was the story thereafter.

Machines Come In

Actual labor was begun in the spring of 1959. In August a Field Day was held at the fairgrounds which adjoins the golf course. During the county fair all farm machinery dealers displayed their entire lines and, following it, converged on the course which had already been graded. In that one day the course was almost entirely plowed, disced, harrowed, fertilized and seeded. The use of 60 machines, the man-power and even some of the fertilizer was donated! Volunteer work was used on just about all jobs. Most of the work had to be done on weekends when business and professional men could get out and pitch in. Their wives were recruited to bring out noon meals. Later the women were assigned the humble but important job of pulling weeds.

Meanwhile, various organizations in the county sponsored money-making projects with proceeds pledged to the golf course. Merchants, farmers and private citizens were besieged for donations. Some grumbled, some were evasive, but most gave. One fellow, low on cash, gave lunch meat for the workers’ noon meal. A donation of 35 or 40 utility poles was gratefully accepted and used in bridge construction work.

Digger Goes to Work

One of the most faithful of the volunteer workers was discovered digging a good-sized hole on the western edge of the course. Since he is an undertaker this activity provoked a little bantering. "No," he said solemnly, "this isn’t what you think it is at all. Somebody gave us a hell of a fine gent’s room and we really need one over here. So I’m getting ready for it."

This summer the state highway department reluctantly announced it was going to replace one of Parke County’s famous old covered bridges. At this writing the people of Parke County are trying to raise funds to move the bridge to the golf course. With the stream that runs through the course it is needed.

Last winter a Florida pro, a native of Rockville, was invited to take over operation of the course and pro shop. He and his wife decided to accept the invitation, installed a trailer behind the shop and now claim to have the largest front lawn in Indiana. Bringing this dependable couple in was another boon to the project.

Invigorating New Interest

Parke County’s goal had been a May 30, 1960, opening with everyone to be warned that fairways and greens were still far short of perfection. The goal was achieved. In June a flash flood took two of the bridges so the course was closed for a day or two, but otherwise everything has gone well. A surprising number of people who never had played golf have now found an invigorating new interest. Getting material for this article was, in fact, difficult. All the people who had the answers were out playing golf.

Here are some figures on Parke County’s costs:

Sprinklers, mowers, seeders, 2 tractors $ 2740.00
Labor ........................................ 1768.29
Equipment expense & fuel ............ 1075.23
Sand, gravel, etc .......................... 766.14
Fertilizer & seed ....................... 2398.00
Moss ........................................ 509.00
Pipe, tile etc. (includes  machine labor) .... 8258.32
Misc. ....................................... 1030.00

TOTAL DONATIONS ...... $18,544.98
That impressive balance $119.90 was earmarked for insurance; then somebody donated it!

New Kind of Hazard

Air Force golfers saw a new hazard on the fifth hole at the Randolph AFB, Tex., course recently when a C-47 crashed into a lake there while the Air Force’s 1960 World Wide tournament was in progress. Luckily golfers and crew members were uninjured. The last day of the tournament had just gotten underway when the crash happened. After a 45 minute delay, the service golfers were able to play through.